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QUESTION 1

An administrator is planning the installation of an IBM FileNet Content Manager V5.2 system and is reviewing database
requirements. 

Which one of the following is true? 

A. It is required that there is a separate database for each object store. 

B. It is required that there is a separate data source for each object store. 

C. It can be configured to use the same data source for multiple object stores. 

D. It is required that the database user has full dba rights on the object store database. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two of the following resource statuses can an offline storage area have? 

A. Full 

B. Locked 

C. Standby 

D. Disabled 

E. Reserved 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is true about the Directory configuration properties (User tab) -> User Search Filter property? 

A. The search filter must contain a clause with "cn={0}". 

B. The search filter is read-only and cannot be modified. 

C. The search filter must contain a clause with "objectClass=user". 

D. The attributes supplied to the search filter may be specific to the directory provider. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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For a new Content Platform Engine Server, what tasks must be completed by a database administrator prior to installing
and configuring the Content Platform Engine software? 

A. Create the GCD and object store databases. 

B. Create the GCD and object store database user accounts. 

C. Create the GCD, object store databases and database user accounts. 

D. Create the GCD, object store databases, data sources and database user accounts. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

If encryption has been re-enabled four times on a storage area, how many encryption keys exist? 

A. One 

B. Two 

C. Four 

D. None 

Correct Answer: C 

Content Platform Engine encrypts and decrypts content usingAES in Counter mode with 128-bit key, a Federal
Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-compliant algorithm. A new key is generated whenever you enable
encryption for the storage area. For example, when you first enable encryption, one encryption keyexists, and that key is
used to encrypt new content. If you re-enable encryption, two encryption keys now exist, and the most recent key is
used to encrypt new content. If you re-enable encryption again, three encryption keys now exist, and so on. The storage
area encryption keys are stored in a secure form in the object store database. 
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